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The second book in the Hogarth Shakespeare series heralds the full-on 2016 anniversary
celebration of Shakespeare: Man Booker Prize winner and our great chronicler of Jewish life
retells the powerful, controversial story of Shylock. In The Merchant of Venice, the merchant
Antonio borrows from the Jewish moneylender Shylock, whom he openly despises, to help
fund his friend Bassanio's wooing of the beautiful, prized Portia. Shylock agrees--but on the
condition that Antonio promise in return a pound of flesh should he be unable to repay the
debt. When Antonio's ships are lost at sea and it becomes clear he cannot, the case goes to
court: Antonio must honour his promise--until an unknown lawyer (Portia herself, dressed as a
man) arrives and brilliantly picks the case apart. Jacobson takes the great tale of vengeance
and cruelty and propels it through space and time to the shiny modern world of Cheshire's
Golden Triangle, where we meet a funny, love-driven, vindictive cast of characters very much
from our world, confronting Shakespeare's timelessly urgent questions in the 21st century.
Your silence and attention, worthy friends, That your free spirits may with more pleasing sense
Relish the life of this our active scene: To which intent, to calm this murmuring breath, We ring
this round with our invoking spells; If that your listning ears be yet prepard To entertain the
subject of our play, Lend us your patience. Tis Peter Fabell, a renowned Scholler, Whose fame
hath still been hitherto forgot By all the writers of this latter age. In Middle-sex his birth and his
abode, Not full seven mile from this great famous City, That, for his fame in sleights and
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magicke won, Was calde the merry Friend of Emonton. If any here make doubt of such a
name, In Edmonton yet fresh unto this day, Fixt in the wall of that old antient Church, His
monument remayneth to be seen; His memory yet in the mouths of men, That whilst he lived
he could deceive the Devill. Imagine now that whilst he is retirde From Cambridge back unto
his native home, Suppose the silent, sable visagde night Casts her black curtain over all the
World; And whilst he sleeps within his silent bed, Toiled with the studies of the passed day,
The very time and hour wherein that spirit That many years attended his command, And often
times twixt Cambridge and that town Had in a minute borne him through the air, By
composition twixt the fiend and him, Comes now to claim the Scholler for his due.
This is the Classic Book
The Winter's Tale Annotated
Life Of Galileo
Law and Literature
Othello
The Merry Devil
Shakespeare everyone can understand--now in new DELUXE editions! Why fear
Shakespeare? By placing the words of the original play next to line-by-line translations in plain
English, these popular guides make Shakespeare accessible to everyone. They introduce
Shakespeare's world, significant plot points, and the key players. And now they feature
expanded literature guide sections that help students study smarter, along with links to bonus
content on the Sparknotes.com website. A Q&A, guided analysis of significant literary devices,
and review of the play give students all the tools necessary for understanding, discussing, and
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writing about Merchant of Venice. The expanded content includes: Five Key Questions: Five
frequently asked questions about major moments and characters in the play. What Does the
Ending Mean?: Is the ending sad, celebratory, ironic . . . or ambivalent? Plot Analysis: What is
the play about? How is the story told, and what are the main themes? Why do the characters
behave as they do? Study Questions: Questions that guide students as they study for a test or
write a paper. Quotes by Theme: Quotes organized by Shakespeare's main themes, such as
love, death, tyranny, honor, and fate. Quotes by Character: Quotes organized by the play's
main characters, along with interpretations of their meaning.
A fireman in charge of burning books meets a revolutionary school teacher who dares to read.
Depicts a future world in which all printed reading material is burned.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE
BESTSELLER THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER Recommended by Entertainment
Weekly, Real Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine #1 Library Reads Pick—October 2020
#1 Indie Next Pick—October 2020 BOOK OF THE YEAR (2020) FINALIST—Book of The Month
Club A “Best Of” Book From: Oprah Mag * CNN * Amazon * Amazon Editors * NPR *
Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * Lambda
Literary * Nerdette * The Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart Bitches Trashy
Books * LiteraryHub * Medium * BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily News
* SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot * Library Reads Voter Favorite * In the vein of
The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York
Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying tour de force. A Life No One Will
Remember. A Story You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of desperation, a
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young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten by
everyone she meets. Thus begins the extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and continents, across history and art, as a young
woman learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes
when, after nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a hidden bookstore and
he remembers her name. Also by V. E. Schwab Shades of Magic A Darker Shade of Magic A
Gathering of Shadows A Conjuring of Light Villains Vicious Vengeful At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Fahrenheit 451
The Jew of Malta
The Merchant of Venice
Twelfth Night, Or, What You Will
People Love Dead Jews: Reports from a Haunted Present

After defeating enemies in battle, Roman citizens celebrate in the streets as
Julius Caesar and his entourage make their way through the city. As Caesar
passes a soothsayer, he receives an ominous warning: “Beware the ides of
March,” which he immediately disregards. Meanwhile, some of his closest
followers are convinced their leader has become too powerful and plot his
removal. Plutarch’s Lives of the Noble Grecians and Romans was Shakespeare’s
primary source for Julius Caesar. This Standard Ebooks edition is based on
William George Clark and William Aldis Wright’s 1887 Victoria edition, which is
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taken from the Globe edition. This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project,
which produces free public domain ebooks.
This Student Edition of Brecht's classic dramatisation of the conflict between
free enquiry and official ideology features an extensive introduction and
commentary that includes a plot summary, discussion of the context, themes,
characters, style and language as well as questions for further study and notes
on words and phrases in the text. It is the perfect edition for students of theatre
and literature Along with Mother Courage, the character of Galileo is one of
Brecht's greatest creations, immensely live, human and complex. Unable to resist
his appetite for scientific investigation, Galileo's heretical discoveries about the
solar system bring him to the attention of the Inquisition. He is scared into
publicly abjuring his theories but, despite his self-contempt, goes on working in
private, eventually helping to smuggle his writings out of the country. As an
examination of the problems that face not only the scientist but also the whole
spirit of free inquiry when brought into conflict with the requirements of
government or official ideology, Life of Galileo has few equals. Written in exile in
1937-9 and first performed in Zurich in 1943, Galileo was first staged in English in
1947 by Joseph Losey in a version jointly prepared by Brecht and Charles
Laughton, who played the title role. Printed here is the complete translation by
John Willett.
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In the CliffsComplete guides, the novel's complete text and a glossary appear
side-by-side with coordinating numbered lines to help you understand unusual
words and phrasing. You'll also find all the commentary and resources of a
standard CliffsNotes for Literature. CliffsComplete Othello makes you familiar
with one of the most staged of all of Shakespeare's plays. Othello is a tale of love
and betrayal, secrets, passion, and intrigue. Psychology and wit pit strength and
virtue against jealousy and evil agendas. The results leave no winners, only
tragedy in the lives of the jealous Moor, Othello, and his wife, Desdemona.
Enhance your reading of Othello and save valuable studying time — all at once —
with CliffsComplete Othello. Additional features include: A summary and
insightful commentary for each scene Bibliography and historical background on
the playwright, William Shakespeare A look at the historical context and structure
of the play Discussions on the play's symbols and themes A character map that
graphically illustrates the relationships among the characters Review questions,
a quiz, discussion topics (essay questions), activity ideas A Resource Center full
of books, articles, films, and Internet sites Streamline your literature study with
all-in-one help from CliffsComplete guides!
The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
The Tempest / the Works of William Shakespeare Illustrated
Richard III.
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CliffsComplete The Merchant of Venice
The Book of Will
The Winter's Tale is a play by William Shakespeare originally published in the First
Folio of 1623. Although it was grouped among the comedies, many modern editors
have relabelled the play as one of Shakespeare's late romances. Some critics consider
it to be one of Shakespeare's problem plays because the first three acts are filled with
intense psychological drama, while the last two acts are comedic and supply a happy
ending
Twelfth Night is one of the most popular of Shakespeare's plays in performance, and
this edition emphasizes its theatrical qualities in both the introduction and the full and
detailed commentary.
Winner of the 2021 National Jewish Book Award for Contemporary Jewish Life and
Practice Finalist for the 2021 Kirkus Prize in Nonfiction A New York Times Notable
Book of the Year A Wall Street Journal, Chicago Public Library, Publishers Weekly, and
Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year A startling and profound exploration of how
Jewish history is exploited to comfort the living. Renowned and beloved as a
prizewinning novelist, Dara Horn has also been publishing penetrating essays since
she was a teenager. Often asked by major publications to write on subjects related to
Jewish culture—and increasingly in response to a recent wave of deadly antisemitic
attacks—Horn was troubled to realize what all of these assignments had in common:
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she was being asked to write about dead Jews, never about living ones. In these
essays, Horn reflects on subjects as far-flung as the international veneration of Anne
Frank, the mythology that Jewish family names were changed at Ellis Island, the
blockbuster traveling exhibition Auschwitz, the marketing of the Jewish history of
Harbin, China, and the little-known life of the "righteous Gentile" Varian Fry.
Throughout, she challenges us to confront the reasons why there might be so much
fascination with Jewish deaths, and so little respect for Jewish lives unfolding in the
present. Horn draws upon her travels, her research, and also her own family life—trying
to explain Shakespeare’s Shylock to a curious ten-year-old, her anger when swastikas
are drawn on desks in her children’s school, the profound perspective offered by
traditional religious practice and study—to assert the vitality, complexity, and depth of
Jewish life against an antisemitism that, far from being disarmed by the mantra of
"Never forget," is on the rise. As Horn explores the (not so) shocking attacks on the
American Jewish community in recent years, she reveals the subtler dehumanization
built into the public piety that surrounds the Jewish past—making the radical argument
that the benign reverence we give to past horrors is itself a profound affront to human
dignity.
Merry wives of Windsor
The Wednesday Wars
Much Ado about Nothing
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All's Well That Ends Well Annotated
Julius Caesar

Hamlet, probably composed between 1599 and 1601, takes place in
Denmark and tells how Prince Hamlet carries out his revenge on his
uncle Claudius who murdered Hamlet's father, the king, and holds the
usurped crown as well as nuptials with Gertrude, the mother of
Hamlet. The play is vividly traced around insanity (both real and
feigned) and the course from deep pain to inordinate anger. It also
explores the themes of betrayal, revenge, incest and moral
corruption.
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD WINNER • NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • “Of all the stories that argue and speculate about
Shakespeare’s life ... here is a novel ... so gorgeously written that it
transports you." —The Boston Globe England, 1580: The Black Death
creeps across the land, an ever-present threat, infecting the healthy,
the sick, the old and the young alike. The end of days is near, but life
always goes on. A young Latin tutor—penniless and bullied by a
violent father—falls in love with an extraordinary, eccentric young
woman. Agnes is a wild creature who walks her family’s land with a
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falcon on her glove and is known throughout the countryside for her
unusual gifts as a healer, understanding plants and potions better
than she does people. Once she settles with her husband on Henley
Street in Stratford-upon-Avon, she becomes a fiercely protective
mother and a steadfast, centrifugal force in the life of her young
husband, whose career on the London stage is just taking off when his
beloved young son succumbs to sudden fever. Don’t miss Maggie
O’Farrell’s new novel, The Marriage Portrait, coming in September!
Why fear Shakespeare? By placing the words of the original play next
to line-by-line translations in plain English, these popular guides
make Shakespeare accessible to everyone. They introduce
Shakespeare's world, significant plot points, and the key players. And
now they feature expanded literature guide sections that help
students study smarter, along with links to bonus content on the
Sparknotes.com website. A Q&A, guided analysis of significant literary
devices, and review of the play give students all the tools necessary
for understanding, discussing, and writing about Merchant of Venice.
The expanded content includes: Five Key Questions: Five frequently
asked questions about major moments and characters in the play.
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What Does the Ending Mean?: Is the ending sad, celebratory, ironic . .
. or ambivalent? Plot Analysis: What is the play about? How is the
story told, and what are the main themes? Why do the characters
behave as they do? Study Questions: Questions that guide students
as they study for a test or write a paper. Quotes by Theme: Quotes
organized by Shakespeare's main themes, such as love, death,
tyranny, honor, and fate. Quotes by Character: Quotes organized by
the play's main characters, along with interpretations of their
meaning.
Merchant of Venice
The Merchant of Venice Retold (Hogarth Shakespeare)
Julius Caesar (No Fear Shakespeare)
Merchant of Venice: No Fear Shakespeare, the Merchant of Venice
(SparkNotes No Fear Shakespeare)
The Enormous Radio, and Other Stories
Enter RODERIGO and IAGORODERIGOTush! never tell me; I take it much unkindly That
thou, Iago, who hast had my purse As if the strings were thine, shouldst know of
this.IAGO'Sblood, but you will not hear me: If ever I did dream of such a matter, Abhor
me.RODERIGOThou told'st me thou didst hold him in thy hate.IAGODespise me, if I do not.
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Three great ones of the city, In personal suit to make me his lieutenant, Off-capp'd to him:
and, by the faith of man, I know my price, I am worth no worse a place: But he; as loving his
own pride and purposes, Evades them, with a bombast circumstance Horribly stuff'd with
epithets of war; And, in conclusion, Nonsuits my mediators; for, 'Certes, ' says he, 'I have
already chose my officer.' And what was he? Forsooth, a great arithmetician, One Michael
Cassio, a Florentine, A fellow almost damn'd in a fair wife; That never set a squadron in the
field, Nor the division of a battle knows More than a spinster; unless the bookish theoric,
Wherein the toged consuls can propose As masterly as he: mere prattle, without practise, Is
all his soldiership. But he, sir, had the election: And I, of whom his eyes had seen the proof At
Rhodes, at Cyprus and on other grounds Christian and heathen, must be be-lee'd and calm'd
By debitor and creditor: this counter-caster, He, in good time, must his lieutenant be, And IGod bless the mark!-his Moorship's ancient
During the 1967 school year, on Wednesday afternoons when all his classmates go to either
Catechism or Hebrew school, seventh-grader Holling Hoodhood stays in Mrs. Baker's
classroom where they read the plays of William Shakespeare and Holling learns muchof
value about the world he lives in.
Presents the original text of Shakespeare's play side by side with a modern version, with
marginal notes and explanations and full descriptions of each character.
Romeo and Juliet
A Comedy
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Text and Theory
Hamnet
Macbeth
First published in 1996. The first anthology of its kind in this dynamic new field of
study, this volume offers students the best of both worlds-theory and literature.
Organized around specific themes to facilitate use of the text in a variety of
courses, the material is highly accessible to undergraduates and is suitable as
well for graduate students and law students. The anthology includes important
articles by key figures in the law and literature debate, and presents seven
thematically arranged sections that: Survey the various theoretical perspectives
that inform the relationship of law and literature Examine the interplay of ethics,
law, and justice * Highlight the great scope and variety of the law's contributions
to the creation of a world view * Illustrate various legal approaches to
punishment * Detail and analyze the law's inherent capacity for the oppression of
individuals and groups * Demonstrate that law is grounded in language and
storytelling * Show that despite its solemnity, the law has a comic side Each
section includes excerpts from poetry, drama, fiction, and nonfiction. The
excerpts include writings addressing the law's impact on the "outsider" (women,
Native Americans, Hispanics, African Americans, and homosexuals), as well as
writings by lawyers, judges, and law professors, giving the reader an "insider's"
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view of the legal system. The selections range from Plato to John Barth and
Wallace Stevens. At this time of increased interest in the quality of legal writing,
this course material illustrates the importance of language, word choice,
metaphor, and narrative. It demonstrates the practical application of literary
effects, techniques, and devices, and provides valuable insights into law as a
vital component of the social fabric. SPECIAL FEATURES All law schools that do
not already have one in place are required to institute a course in Law and
Literature. This new anthology is the first of its kind, and has been specifically
designed to meet the requirements of a Law and Literature course * Selections
from judges, lawyers, and professors of law give students an insider's view of the
legal system * Chronological coverage-from Plato to such 20th-century writers as
John Barth and Wallace Stevens-offers students a broad range of selections that
examine the relationship between law, justice, ethics, and literature *
Multicultural writings address the law's capacity for the oppression of individuals
and groups, including women, Native Americans, African Americans, Hispanics,
and homosexuals * Law and punishment-several selections examine this area
from various points of view. Suitable for courses in: Law and literature courses in
law schools and undergraduate divisions as well as interdisciplinary courses in
English literature.
There is nothing hidden that will not be revealed ...On an autumn day in 1686,
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eighteen-year-old Nella Oortman knocks at the door of a grand house in the
wealthiest quarter of Amsterdam. She has come from the country to begin a new
life as the wife of illustrious merchant trader Johannes Brandt, but instead she is
met by his sharp-tongued sister, Marin. Only later does Johannes appear and
present her with an extraordinary wedding gift: a cabinet-sized replica of their
home. It is to be furnished by an elusive miniaturist, whose tiny creations mirror
their real-life counterparts in unexpected ways ...Nella is at first mystified by the
closed world of the Brandt household, but as she uncovers its secrets she
realizes the escalating dangers that await them all. Does the miniaturist hold their
fate in her hands? And will she be the key to their salvation or the architect of
their downfall? Beautiful, intoxicating and filled with heart-pounding suspense,
The Miniaturist is a magnificent story of love and obsession, betrayal and
retribution, appearance and truth.
Contains the unabridged text King Lear as published in Volume XVII of Tkhe
Caxton Edition of the Complete Works of William Shakespeare.
The Comedy of Errors
CliffsComplete Othello
King Lear
The Taming of the Shrew
Henry IV. Part I.
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The Tempest is a play by William Shakespeare, probably written in
1610-1611, and thought to be one of the last plays that Shakespeare
wrote alone. After the first scene, which takes place on a ship at sea
during a tempest, the rest of the story is set on a remote island,
where the sorcerer Prospero, a complex and contradictory character,
lives with his daughter Miranda, and his two servants--Caliban, a
savage monster figure, and Ariel, an airy spirit. The play contains
music and songs that evoke the spirit of enchantment on the island.
It explores many themes, including magic, betrayal, revenge, and
family. In Act IV, a wedding masque serves as a play-within-the play,
and contributes spectacle, allegory, and elevated language.
Set in France and Italy, All's Well That Ends Well is a story of onesided romance, based on a tale from Boccaccio's The Decameron.
Helen, orphaned daughter of a doctor, is under the protection of the
widowed Countess of Rossillion. In love with Bertram, the countess'
son, Helen follows him to court, where she cures the sick French
king of an apparently fatal illness. The king rewards Helen by
offering her the husband of her choice. She names Bertram; he
resists. When forced by the king to marry her, he refuses to sleep
with her and, accompanied by the braggart Parolles, leaves for the
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Italian wars. He says that he will only accept Helen if she obtains a
ring from his finger and becomes pregnant with his child. She goes
to Italy disguised as a pilgrim and suggests a 'bed trick' whereby she
will take the place of Diana, a widow's daughter whom Bertram is
trying to seduce. A 'kidnapping trick' humiliates the boastful
Parolles, whilst the bed trick enables Helen to fulfil Bertram's
conditions, leaving him no option but to marry her, to his mother's
delight.
The New Cambridge Shakespeare appeals to students worldwide for
its up-to-date scholarship and emphasis on performance. The series
features line-by-line commentaries and textual notes on the plays
and poems. Introductions are regularly refreshed with accounts of
new critical, stage and screen interpretations. This second edition of
The Merchant of Venice retains the text and Introduction prepared
by M. M. Mahood and features a new introductory section by Charles
Edelman. Where Mahood focuses in her Introduction on the
expectations of the play's first audience and on our modern
experience of seeing and hearing the drama performed, Edelman
explores the play's sexual politics. He also foregrounds recent
scholarship on the position of Jews in Shakespeare's time and
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surveys the international scope and diversity of theatrical
interpretations of the text in the 1980s and 1990s. He pays
particular attention to the ways in which directors and actors tackle
the troubling figure of Shylock.
Shylock Is My Name
Hamlet
Merchant of Venice: No Fear Shakespeare Deluxe Student Edition
The Miniaturist
As You Like it
In the CliffsComplete guides, the novel's complete text and a glossary
appear side-by-side with coordinating numbered lines to help you
understand unusual words and phrasing. You'll also find all the
commentary and resources of a standard CliffsNotes for Literature.
CliffsComplete The Merchant of Venice offers insight and information
into a work that's rich both dramatically and thematically. Every
generation since Shakespeare's time has been able to identify with
some thematic aspect of the play. Discover what happens to a young
merchant who cannot repay a debt to a vindictive money lender; meet
the menacing Shylock, one of the most vivid and memorable characters
in Shakespeare's works — and save valuable studying time — all at
once. Enhance your reading of The Merchant of Venice with these
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additional features: A summary and insightful commentary for each act
Bibliography and historical background on the author, William
Shakespeare A look at Early Modern English intellect, religion,
politics, and society Coverage of Shakespeare's source and the play's
performance history A character map that graphically illustrates the
relationships among the characters Review questions, a quiz,
discussion guide, and activity ideas A Resource Center full of books,
articles, films, and Web sites Streamline your literature study with
all-in-one help from CliffsComplete guides!
Without William Shakespeare, we wouldn’t have literary masterpieces
like Romeo and Juliet. But without Henry Condell and John Heminges, we
would have lost half of Shakespeare’s plays forever! After the death
of their friend and mentor, the two actors are determined to compile
the First Folio and preserve the words that shaped their lives.
They’ll just have to borrow, beg, and band together to get it done.
Amidst the noise and color of Elizabethan London, THE BOOK OF WILL
finds an unforgettable true story of love, loss, and laughter, and
sheds new light on a man you may think you know.
A Midsummer-night's Dream
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